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SUMMARY 
A 600 delta -wing--fuselage model employing a 4-percent-thick airfoil 
section with large leading-edge radius was tested in the Langley 19-foot 
pressure tunnel to determine the effectiveness of porous-leading-edge 
suction in delaying and reducing leading-edge separation and the accom-
panying high drag. Mach numbers for the tests were between 0.06 and 
0 .20 , and Reynolds numbers were between 5 .8 x 106 and 17.4 x 106 Lift, 
drag , and pitching-moment data were compared with leading-edge pressure 
distributions in order to correlate force changes with the occurrence of 
separation. 
Area suction was shown to provide a means for reducing drag of the 
delta wing. Maximum drag reduction of 24 percent for the delta-wing--
fuselage combination (pump-power equivalent drag not included) at a lift 
coefficient of 0.65 wa s atta ined with a suction flow coefficient of 0.0017. 
If pump power is efficiently utili zed, its inclusion in the total drag 
should decrease maximum drag reduction to no less than 17 percent. Appli-
cation of suction caused a slight decrease in lift at moderately high 
angles of attack but elimimated slight longitudinal instability just before 
maximum lift. Fences at the outboard end of the suction area and out-
board droop-nose chord-extensions were relatively ineffective in delaying 
the inboard movement of separation over the delta wing outboard of the 
suction area. 
Removing the portion of the wing outboard of the suction area was 
the only effective means of eliminating the high drag caused by separated 
flow over that area , but the increased induced drag resulted in about the 
same total drag coefficient for the clipped wing as for the delta wing. 
The percentage reduction of drag due to suction on the clipped wing was 
of a magnitude sDTIilar to that for the delta wing. Suction was also 
effective in reducing the drag of the clipped wing fitted with inboard 
or full-span split flaps. 
Further application of leading-edge suction to delta wings is dis-
cussed briefly. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The high drag and low lift-to-drag ratios which accompany moderately 
high lift on a thin delta wing constitute one of the principal disadvan-
tages of the delta wing at low speed. This characteristic requires that 
current delta wing airplanes glide with high sinking speeds and use very 
large amounts of power on landing approaches. Recovery of flying speed 
following a wave-off, therefore, becomes critical. Previous investigations 
(for example, ref. 1) have shown that the presence of a separation bubble 
near the leading edge and wing tips causes a large portion of the drag 
at high lift. The bubble contributes to early separation of flow over 
the wing tips, and this separated region, extending inboard with in-
creasing angle of attack, results in large drag. Thus, the drag of the 
delta wing should be materially decreased if boundary-layer control can 
be successfully used to delay the inception of leading-edge separation 
or to reduce the extent of separation or both. For a thin uncambered 
delta wing the maximum lift-drag ratio normally occurs before separation 
becomes extensive (ref. 2); thus, this quantity should not change appre-
ciably with the application of leading-edge suction, but lift-drag ratios 
for lift coefficients above that at which separation normally begins 
may be considerably increased. The increase in lift-curve slope usually 
a ssociated with the presence of a leading-edge separation vortex will be 
delayed and reduced. Hence, lift in the range of moderately high lift 
coefficient will be adversely affected by reduced separation. 
Although porous leading-edge suction is not known to have been pre-
viously applied to the delta wing, significant drag reduction as well as 
increased maximum lift and improved pitching-moment characteristics have 
been obtained for swept-wing applications (refs. 3 to 11). Some two-
dimensional applications of leading-edge suction are discussed in refer-
ences 12 to 15. Some theoretical work on area suction and on leading-
edge suction is given in references 16 and 17. 
The present tests were conducted to investigate the extent to which 
leading-edge separation on a delta wing can be delayed and reduced and 
to determine the relative magnitude of the effects of reduced separation 
on the longitudinal characteristics of the delta wing. A 4-percent-
thick 600 delta-wing--fuselage model employing an NACA 3-004 airfoil section 
with a porous leading edge was used in these tests. The tests were con-
ducted in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel over a Reynolds number 
r ange from 5.80 X 106 to 17.35 X 106 and a Mach number range from 0.067 
to 0.200. 
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equivalent pump-power drag coefficient, CpC Q 
drag correction caused by loss of suction air momentum, 
-2C Q 
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment about O.25c q Sc 
o 
suction-duct pressure coefficient, 
suction flow coefficient, 
pressure coefficient, 
Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord 
free-stream Mach number 
loca l Mach number 
angle of attack, deg 
total pressure inside l eading-edge suction compartment, 
lb/sq ft 
volume rate of flow of suction a ir measured at free - stream 
density, cu ft / sec 
aspect r atio 
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local static pressure, lb/sq ft 
wing area, sq ft 
wing span, ft or in. 
chordwise coordinate, ft 
mean aerodynamic chord, 
local wing chord, ft 
lateral coordinate, ft 
free - stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
free-stream static pressure, lb/sq ft 
free-stream static temperature, OF 
free-stream velocity, ft/sec 
inflow velocity just outside of porous skin, ft/sec 
average inflow velocity just outside of porous skin, ft/sec 
free-stream density, slugs/cu ft 
pressure difference across porous skin, in. Hg or lb/sq ft 
ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific 
heat at constant volume 
MODEL AND APPARATUS 
The delta-wing model used in this investigation had leading-edge 
sweep of 600 and rounded tips. The clipped-wing configuration was 
formed by cutting off the tips along a streamwise line through the 
0.825b/2 station (figs. lea) and l(b)). No attempt was made to round • 
the resulting blunt tips. The streamwise airfoil section was NACA 3-004. 
• 
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This 4-percent-thick symmetrical section is one of a series of airfoils 
designed to produce high maximum lift and at the same time retain the 
principal advantages of thin airfoils at high speeds (ref. 18). These 
airfoils are principally characterized by large leading-edge radii. For 
comparison, the (0.400 percent c) leading-edge radius of the NACA 3-004 
is the same a s the leading-edge radius of a 65-A series airfoil with a 
thickness of 7.7 percent c (NACA 65A007.7) . A 4-percent-thick 65 -A series 
airfoil (NACA 65A004) has a leading-edge radius of 0 .102 percent c. Ordi-
nates for the NACA 3 -004 are given in table I. The 3-004 airfoil was 
chosen in the present case because its large nose radius permitted instal-
lation of porous suction nearer to the wing tip than would have been 
possible with a more conventional section. This construction problem 
would, of course, not exist on a full-size wing, and a small-nose-radius 
airfoil could be used without difficulty. 
The fuselage was a body of revolution which consisted of a cylin-
drical center section. plus nose and tail fair ings which were generated 
by revolving portions of a 274-inch-radius circle about the center line 
of the fuselage. The general arrangement of the model and principal 
d~ensions are shown in figures l(a) and l(b). The wing and nose and 
tail fairings were of frame and skin aluminum-alloy construction, and 
the fuselage center section was made of laminated mahogany reinforced 
with plastic-impregnated fiberglass. A photograph of the model mounted 
in the tunnel is shown in figure 2. Details of the tip region, including 
the fences and 0.15c droop-nose chord-extensions used in some of the 
tests, are shown in figure l(b). Some tests were made with the clipped 
wing fitted with 0.20c split flaps deflected 450 perpendicular to the 
hinge line. The two flap lengths used were full span and fuselage to 
0.61b/2 of the clipped wing. 
The porous surface of the removable leading edge extended contin-
uously from O.lOc on the upper surface to 0.05c on the lower surface and 
from the fuselage (0.1828b/2) to the 0.80b/2 station of the full delta 
wing . It was formed by a three-layer skin which was supported by round-
edged leading-edge ribs. The skin consisted of a 1/16-inch perforated-
steel supporting plate covered with a spacer layer of 14 X 18 mesh bronze 
screen and an outer surface of 30 x 250 mesh Dutch weave monel filter 
cloth. The 30 mesh was in the spanwise direction. From 0.05c to O.lOc 
on the upper surface a O.OlO-inch-thick finely perforated monel sheet 
was set into the perforated steel plate in order to decrease the permea-
bility over the portion of the leading edge which would experience the 
largest 6p values. In view of the exploratory nature of this investi-
gation, no attempt was made to minimize suction flow rates by continuous 
grading of the permeability in the chordwise direction or by dividing 
the leading edge into small compartments and varying duct pressure across 
the span . 
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The permeability characteristics of the two leading-edge skins 
(designated as porosities 1 and 2) as installed are shown in figure 3. 
The filter cloth of porosity 1 was rolled from its original thickness 
of 0.026 inch to 0.018 inch, and the filter cloth of porosity 2 was rolled 
from 0.026 inch to 0.020 inch. The low permeability of porosity 1 served 
as a means of keeping suction flow quantity within the limits of system 
capacity . It was used only on configurations A and B (see table II). 
From figure 3 it appears that in spite of the finely perforated insert 
between 0.05c and O.lOc, full open porosity 1 was more permeable than 
o to 0.05c open. The reason for this is not known. These permeability 
curves, however, were not used in any subsequent calculationsJ therefore, 
any discrepancy that may exist will not affect any of the other results. 
The leading-edge-suction area was not designed for a specific lift 
coefficient since the relatively large duct losses which were anticipated 
made the available suction pressure unknown and since the influence of 
separated flow at the wing tips on the inflow required to prevent inboard 
movement of separation cannot be evaluated by Thwaites' criterion (refs. 3 
and 19). A variable open area was therefore used and, since maximum 
thic_kness for the NAeA 3-004 airfoil is at 0.13c, a maximum rearward 
extent of su~tion of O.lOc was considered adequate for the present tests. 
For tests with the leading edge sealed, the porous area was sprayed 
with nonporous strippable plastic and a layer of lacquer which was sanded 
smooth and f a ired to the wing. For tests with suction the desired porous 
area was cut out with razor and straight edge, and the plastic was peeled 
from this surface. The porosity of the skin was maintained by sucking 
acetone through the porous area before each run. 
External pressures on the leading-edge upper surface were measured 
by means of orifices located (on the full delta wing) at spanwise sta-
tions 0.25b/2, 0.35b/2, 0.445b/2, 0.55b/2, 0.70b/2, and 0.796b/2 on the 
right-wing panel and at stations 0.445b/2 and 0.796b/2 on the left-wing 
panel. Each orifice station contained eight tubes located at Oc, O.OOlc, 
0.003c, 0.005c, 0.0125c, 0.025c, 0.05c, O.lOc. Duct static pressures and 
temperatures were mea sured by orifices and thermocouples within the leading-
edge compartments. 
The suction system is outlined in figure 4. Two suction compartments 
on each wing panel were connected through remotely controlled butterfly 
valves to a manifold chamber in the fuselage. From this chamber the 
suction air passed through a 4-inch diameter reinforced-wall rubber hose 
to a fixed-position 4-inch-diameter vertical pipe which was connected 
through the floor of the tunnel to the external piping system shown in 
figure 4. For most of its length this vertical pipe was shielded from 
tunnel air flow by a streamline fairing. (See fig. 2.) The external • 
system contained a motorized flow control valve, a second length of 
4 - inch-diameter rubber hose to isolate extraneous forces from the balance 
• 
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system, a venturi, and a bleed valve. The exhaust end of the suction 
line was open to atmosphere for some tests and connected to the intake 
side of the tunnel compressors for others. 
TESTS 
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All tests were made in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel with the 
air in the tunnel compressed to about ~ atmospheres . Mach numbers for 
the tests were 0.067, 0.120, and 0.200, and the corresponding Reynolds 
numbers were 5.80 X 106, 10.41 X 106, and 17.35 X 106 . Mach numbers were 
held within to.002. 
For all tests, lift, drag, pitching moment, and suction flow rate 
were measured up to an angle of attack at which a considerable portion 
of the flow over the wing was separated. The angle-of-attack range for 
some tests was extended to include maximum lift. For all tests, measured 
peak pressures at the outboard orifice stations (0.796b/2 on the full 
delta wing) were recorded and, for some tests, complete pressure distri-
butions were obtained for the leading-edge upper surface. 
For most tests, full available suction was applied to the model, 
and the differences in CQ and Vu which occurred were caused by differ-Vo 
ences in open area . The chordwise and spanwise extents of porous area 
used are listed in table II. The influence of fences and outboard droop-
nose chord-extensions on the full delta wing with suction was determined, 
as well as the influence of full span and inboard split flaps on the 
clipped wing with and without suction. 
Three procedures for adjusting flow valves were tried because a 
slight asymmetry of leading-edge radius which existed near the outboard 
ends of the suction area caused unsymmetrical variations of local pressure. 
The method yielding greatest drag reduction was based on maintaining 
approximately the same inflow velocities over left- and right-wing panels. 
With the outboard-duct butterfly valves full open, the inboard-duct valves 
about half open (see fig. 4), and maximim suction applied to the model, 
the angle of attack at which peak pressure occurred at the outboard orifice 
station was found. At this angle one of the outboard valves was closed 
until the difference between peak external pressure and outboard duct 
pressure was the same for the left- and right-wing panels. For this con-
dition the inflow velocities at the outboard stations were approximately 
the same for both panels. The inboard valves were than adjusted so that 
inboard-duct pressures were equal and so that the difference between tunnel 
atmospheric pressure and inboard-duct pressure was about 40 percent of 
the difference between tunnel pressure and outboard-duct pressure. In a 
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preliminary theoretical investigation of pressures on the wing, this 
proportion had been found to yield the highest inboard duct pressure 
consistent with maintaining inflow over the whole inboard section. In 
order to produce the same inflow velocities over left and right inboard 
sections it was only necessary to make the inboard duct pressures equal, 
since the slight asymmetry of leading-edge radius that existed over the 
outermost portions of the porous area did not extend inboard. This valve-
adjusting process was iterative since all four suction ducts were mani-
folded within the fuselage. The butterfly-valve settings thus obtained 
were not changed during a run, but it was necessary to readjust the total 
flow valve at each angle of attack in order to maintain constant total 
mass flow and constant suction flow coefficient. 
A second procedure was tried on one run. This procedure differed 
from the one above only in the apportionment of suction to the outboard 
ducts. Here the outboard valves were adjusted to make the left and right 
outboard pressure peaks occur at the same angle of attack . Thus, the 
occurrence of separation over the portion of the wing affected directly 
by the suction was delayed as long as possible. 
A third procedure which was tried on one run was to equalize all 
duct pressures at the angle of attack of which outboard pressure peaks 
occurred. Effectiveness of the three methods for adjusting valves is 
indicated in figure 5. 
CORRECTIONS 'ill DATA 
The method of reference 20 was used to evaluate jet-boundary correc-
tions which were applied as follows: 
2 D.CD = O.Ol92CL 
D.Cm = 0.0044CL 
Angle of attack, drag, and pitching-moment values have been corrected 
for air-stream misalinement caused by model support and suction pipe 
fairings. The stream angle due to the model support fairings was deter-
mined from tunnel surveys, and the stream angle due to the suction pipe 
fairing was evaluated from experiments with a similar fairing in an elec-
trolytic tank. 
No corrections for support tare and interference have been made. 
The lift, drag, and pitching-moment data have been corrected fer tare 
caused by external air loads on the vertical suction pipe. 
• 
• 
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The suction system used required the application of two additional 
corrections. As shown in figure 4 the suction a ir was discharged at 
right angles to the tunnel air stream. The thrust equivalent of the 
suction air momentum was, therefore, l ost . Assuming that the suction 
air could have been ejected downstream with free - stream velocity and 
pressure gives the drag correction 
as in reference 21. Slight misalinement of the l ateral discharge pipe 
caused the suction air to produce a force in the drag direction. Correc-
tions for this force have been applied to drag and pitching moment. 
All tunnel dynamic-pressure measurements were corrected for blockage. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Delta Wing 
The results of force measurements on the delta wing with and without 
leading-edge suction are presented in figures 5 to 9, and leading-edge 
surface-pressure data are presented in figures 10 to 18. 
Drag.- Drag polars (pump-power equivalent drag not included) for 
the delta-wing--fuselage combination with and without suction are shown 
in figures 6 and 7. As the Vach number increased, it is seen that drag 
reduction due to suction began at lower lift coefficients. In all cases, 
suction benefits persisted to the highest lift coefficients obtained . 
The greatest percentage of drag decrease was found to occur in the prob-
able-landing-angle range (~ = 140 to 170 ). At all three Mach numbers 
maximum drag reduction was approximately 24 percent at a lift coefficient 
between 0.6 and 0.7. This result is also indicated in figure 9 as a 
31-percent increase in lift -drag ratio at CL = 0.65 . 
The theoretical drag curve for the wing a lone with no flow separation 
is shown in figure 6. The 0.986 factor in the theoretical expression was 
obtained from reference 22 and unpublished NACA data, and it represents 
a drag increase due to deviation of the spanwise loading from elliptical. 
Figure 6 shows the suction test which gave greatest drag reduction (config-
uration C), and it indicates that the drag for all but the lowest lift 
coefficients was still considerably greater than the calculated value for 
the wing alone. Although t uft observations showed separated flow over 
the wing tips beginning at about ~ = 50, the tufts indicated no flow 
separation behind the suction area, and figure 14 does not indicate the 
presence of a separation bubble near the leading edge below ~ = 130 . It 
---------------------~--
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appears, moreover, from the drag results for the clipped wing discussed 
below that the variation of fuselage drag with l i ft is smal l at low 
angles of attack . Thus the additional drag (above the theoretical value) 
for the delta wing was to a great extent caused by separated flow over 
the tip regions . This outboard separated flow mani fested itsel f as a 
drag rise beginning at about an angle of attack of 50 but did not become 
strong enough to influence the lift - curve slope until about 90 • 
An attempt was then made to form a more effective bar~ier against 
the inward movement of separation by installing wraparound fences just 
outboard of the porous area (see fig. l(b)). The results of the fence-
on tests a s well a s t ests of other configurations are summarized in 
figure 5 . The addition of wraparound fences to configuration F resulted 
in a drag increa se which tuft observa tion indicated was caused by sepa-
ration beginning at the inboard side of the fence at about ~ = 70 . The 
wraparound portion of the fence was removed (see fig. l(b)) with the hope 
that the partial fence would have less tendency to initiate separation, 
but results of both fences on configuration E (fig . 5) indicate approxi-
mately the same drag. 
Short droop-nose chord- extensions were added to the wing tips for 
the purpose of delaying separation over that area, and these yielded 
slight drag improvement up to about ~ = 140 and CL = 0 . 6 (see fig. 5). 
Changes were made in the porous area configuration for the purpose 
of increasing inflow velocity over the critica l outboard section. Results 
for the various open areas are shown in figures 5, 6, 7, and 12 . Com-
paring configuration G with configuration B in figure 6 shows that ap-
proximately the same drag reduction can be obtained with lower CQ if 
the inflow velocity is increased by a reduction of open area. Tests of 
configurations A and B a t CQ = 0.0008 (fig. 5) showed that appreciable 
drag improvement resulted from the decrease in open area and the ac com-
panying increa se in inflow velocity. This relationship between CQ and 
inflow velocity is, of course, limited since excessive reduction of chord-
wise extent of suction results in the appearance of the separation bubble 
behind the porous area. In the present tests tuft observations indicated 
that reduction of chordwise extent of suction to less than 0.05c at 0.80b/2 
caused the bubble to occur behind the porous area. Some results of partial 
span suction over the outboard portion of the wing arc shown by configu-
rations F, G, and H in figure 5 . The adverse effect of excessively small 
chordwise suction extent is apparent particularly at high lift. 
Pump power.- ~e above discussion has not included pump power be-
cause interest here is directed solely toward external aerodynamics with 
no attempt being made to minimize suction flow or power. It should be • 
emphasized, however, that in any application to air craft, minimizing 
suction power is extremely important . Even a small amount of excess 
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power directed to suction can nullify a sizeable portion of the drag 
reduction due to suction. 
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An estimate of the order of magnitude of suction power equivalent 
drag can be quickly obtained (see refs. 7, 21, and 23). Neglecting 
duct, pump, and exit losses gives for the equivalent drag 
For the suction test of configuration C shown in figures 6, 8, and 10, 
CQ = 0.0017, and at ~ = 15 .20 eCL = 0.648, the approximate condition 
for maximum drag reduction) Cp was -10.2 for the inboard compartment 
and -20.0 for the outboard compartment. Weighting these on the basis 
of inboard and outboard exposed porous areas gives an effective Cp 
of -14.1 and a CDp of 0.0233. At ~ = 00 and 25.90 the CDp values 
are 0.0131 and 0.0260. If CDp is included in the total drag, the maxi-
mum drag reduction due to suction was 7 percent instead of the 24 percent 
given above. It is believed, however, that by chordwise grading of perme-
ability, spanwise compartmentation, and optimizing the suction area the 
same external drag benefits could be obtained with less than 40 percent 
of the CD used here. Maximum drag decrease including pump power would p 
then be 17 percent or better. 
At ~ = 13.10 for this test (the angle at which Pmax occurred 
at the outboard orifice station and also the angle of attack at which 
the suction duct butterfly valves were set) Cp = -18.75 at the out-
board end of the porous leading edge. This corresponds to a minimum 
inflow velocity of Vu = 3.0 feet per second at that station. 
Lift.- Figure 8 indicates that, as expected, the application of 
suction caused a lift decrease for angles of attack beyond the point of 
initial lift-curve-slope increase which extended almost to maximum lift. 
Maximum lift itself, however, was slightly increased by suction. The 
suction test shown in figure 8 gave the greatest loss of lift experienced 
in the tests and also the greatest drag reduction (fig. 6). The lift 
characteristics shown are typical of the other suction tests, the lift 
loss being roughly proportional to the drag decrease. Suction did not 
change the angle of attack at which the characteristic lift-curve-slope 
increase occurred (about go) nor the magnitude of the increase. Since 
tuft observations in this case did not indicate separation behind the 
porous area and since figure 14 does not indicate the presence of a sep-
aration bubble near the leading edge below ~ = 130 , it is concluded that 
the initial lift-curve-slope increase was caused by a separation bubble 
on the tips which were unprotected by suction. 
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The loss of lift in all cases began with a wiggle in the lift curve 
which occurred when the separated flow region extended inboard to between 
0.70 and 0.80b/2 (see figs. 8, 10, and 14(c)). This wiggle is believed 
to be caused by reduced inflow and suction effectiveness near the out-
board end of the suction area. This reduced effectiveness permitted sep-
aration to move inboard with relatively little resistance to perhaps 
0.75b/2. During this movement there is little difference between the 
lift curves with or without suction. In the neighborhood of 0.75b/2, the 
suction barrier to separation became much stronger, and the inward move-
ment of separation was greatly retarded. In this angle-of-attack range 
as ~ increased, there was not a corresponding increase in extent of 
the separation bubble and hence the rate of lift increase was less rapid. 
This condition existed until separation began to move inboard again; 
figure 10 indicates that this movement occurred at about 190 • With fur-
ther increase in angle of attack the lift-curve slope of the wing with 
suction became greater than that for the no-suction case because (see 
fig. 10) the inboard movement of the separation bubble was then very 
rapid on the wing with suction. The location and abruptness of this wiggle 
in the lift curve would be governed by the location of the outboard end 
of - the suction area and by the spanwise distribution of inflow. It is 
probable that this wiggle could be smoothed out entirely by appropriate 
inflow distribution. 
Pitching moment.- The pitching-moment curves for the delta wing 
with and without suction (see fig. 8) deviate at approximately the same 
lift coefficient as the lift curves. In the lift-coefficient range for 
which the lift of the wing with suction is less than that for the sealed 
wing, the pitching moment of the wing with suction is slightly more neg-
ative. The rearward center-of-pressure shift indicated by reduced lift 
and more negative pitching moment is again lndicat ive that the extent 
of the leading-edge-separation bubble has been appreciably curtailed. 
Another effect of suction on the pitching moment occurred near max-
imum lift. As is characteristic of some thin delta wings with large 
sweep angles, this wing demonstrated a slight longitudinal instability 
just before maximum lift, although the stall itself was stable. Appli-
cation of suction yielded complete stability throughout the entire lift 
range. 
Pressure distributions.- Chordwise pressure distributions at 
0.796b/2 for several porous-area configurations are given in figure 12(a). 
It is seen that for configuration G the reduction of CQ and the 
V 
increase of Vu which gave the same polar as configuration B (fig . 6) 
o 
a lso gave the same outboard leading-edge pressure peak. Chordwise reduc-
tion of suction area inboard (configuration C) increased inflow velocity 
~t constant CQ) above that for configuration B and yielded higher out-
board peak press~e (fig. 12(a)) as well as greater drag reduction (fig. 6) . 
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Figure 12(b) shows that, with suction allowing high pressure peaks to be 
held, the chordwise distribution of pressure at the outboard end of the 
suction area is reasonably represented by combined bvo-dimensional and 
simple sweep theory. Since full-chord pressure distributions were not 
obtained in these tests, C1 for the calculation of figure 12(b) was exp 
found from the spanwise load distribution obtained by the method of refer-
ence 24. With suction minimizing flow separation, this procedure is 
believed to be reasonably accurate. For the wing without suction, theory 
does not accurately predict the outboard chordwise pressure distribution 
for which peak pressure occurs since the pressure peak is reached after 
considerable separation exists behind the leading-edge area. 
It has previously been shown that Thwaites' two-dimensional crite-
rion for determining the necessary chordwise extent of suction (ref. 19) 
is applicable to three-dimensional wings when separation is not present. 
(See, for example, refs. 3 and 6.) The prime requisite for the use of 
Thwaites' criterion is the accurate predetermination of chordwise pressure 
distribution. The agreement in figure 12(b) between the su~ion test 
data and the two theoretical curves shown for 2y/b = 0.796 \one curve for 
the condition Pmax = PmaXL and the other for the condition exp -l.heor 
C, = C, ) indicates, therefore, that this criterion might reason-~exp ~theor 
ably be used for trxee-dimensional wings even though separated flow exists 
adjacent to the porous area. 
Peak pressures obtained at M = 0.067 were considerably greater 
than those for M = 0.120 (see figs. 10 and 11). This result is attrib-
uted to two factors. First, the lower stream velocity permitted a higher 
CQ value to be attained. Second, any adverse effect of a rise of local 
Mach number is less serious at very low stream Mach numbers (see ref. 25). 
It may be noted that maximum possible pressure coefficient for the con-
dition of infinite local Mach number is PM - -2 The highest local 
=- - lMo2 • 
Mach numbers obtained in the present tests were 0.48 at Mo = 0.067 
and 0.64 at Mo = 0.12. 
Clipped Wing 
Since no satisfactory means was found to delay separation over the 
tips where the leading-edge radius became too small to permit the instal-
lation of porous suction, the tips of the delta wing were cut off slightly 
outboard of the porous area. (See figs. l(a) and l(b).) Results of 
tests on the clipped wing are shown in figures 19 to 24. 
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Drag.- Drag polars for the clipped-wing--fuselage combination with 
and without suction and flaps are given in figure 19. Pump-power equiv-
alent drag is not included in this figure, but the discussion of pump 
power given above for the delta wing also applies for the clipped-wing 
configuration. Removing the tips eliminated the drag caused by separated 
flow over that area, but the increased induced drag resulting from the 
lower aspect ratio gave approximately the same total drag coefficient as 
the delta wing. Without flaps the drag of the clipped wing with suction 
follows the calculated drag curve much more closely than does the drag 
of the delta wing with suction. The close agreement between the theoret-
ical and experimental drag curves up to CL = 0.4 indicates that the 
fuselage drag did not vary much over this low CL range. No tuft studies 
were made on the clipped wing, but it is believed that, for the wing 
without flaps, a separation bubble behind the porous area caused deviation 
of the drag from the theoretical curve beginning a~ the same lift coef-
ficient as the beginning of the increase in lift slope. (See figs. 19 
and 20.) It should be noted that, for the results presented here, the 
porous area on the clipped wing extended to only 0.05c at the outboard 
end, It is believed that, if approximately the same inflow velocity 
could be maintained while extending the outboard suction area farther 
rearward, the appearance of the separation bubble behind the porous area 
could have been further delayed and drag further reduced. This procedure 
was attempted in the test of configuration J, but sufficient inflow veloc-
ity could not be maintained at the tip with the increased open area. In 
contrast, the delta wing did experience a drag decrease from increased 
open area at the tip. 
The maximum drag reduction and lift-drag increase (fig. 21) for the 
clipped wing without flaps was approximately the same as that for the 
delta wing (23-percent drag reduction and 30-percent lift-drag increase 
with pump-power equivalent drag not included). This condition, however, 
occurred at a lift coefficient of about 0.75 which is 0.1 higher than 
that for the delta wing. The effect on drag reduction of adding inboard 
and then full-span flaps was to increase progressively the lift coefficient 
at which maximum drag reduction occurred (fig. 19). 
Lift.- Figure 20 shows that removing the wing tips and eliminating 
the accompanying region of strongly separated flow entirely eliminated 
the wiggle in the lift curve for the wing with suc~ion. For the clipped 
wing with and without 0.20c split flaps, the initial lift- curve-slope 
change begins at about ~ = 90 , but with suction applied the slope change 
is very gradual. The slope change for the clipped wing with suction on 
and flaps off is completed at about an angle of attack of l~. Pressure 
data in figures 22 and 23(c) indicate that this is about the attitude 
at which the leading-edge separation bubble appears at the outboard sta-
tion. It is believed that the initial lift-curve- slope change for the 
wing with suction and without flaps was caused by a separation bubble 
behind the porous area. 
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Maximum lift coefficient for the clipped wing was approximately the 
same as that for the delta wing . The addition of flaps with or without 
suction had little effect on the maximum lift of the clipped wing. 
Pitching moment.- Pitching-moment characteristics of the clipped 
wing without flaps were generally similar to the char acteristics of the 
delta wing, except the slight instability of the delta wing (sealed) 
near maximum lift was eliminated by removing the wing tips. The addi-
tion of flaps introduced an unstable shift of pitching moment at high 
lift. Below maximum lift, leading-edge suction had little effect on this 
moment shift, but suction did produce a stable variation of pitching 
moment at maximum lift with both inboard and full - span flaps. 
Comments on the Application of Leading-Edge 
Suction to Delta Wings 
The airfoil used on this wing has a very large leading-edge radius 
and forward position of maximum thickness. These characteristics resulted 
in pressure gradients near the leading edge which were much less severe 
than those for the more conventional high-speed airfoils of similar thick-
ness. This condition would be desirable on a wing without suction and on 
a wing with porous suction the construction advantages are obvious, but in 
applying suction it necessitates a large chordwise extent of open area. 
This problem could be handled satisfactorily by chordwise grading of the 
permeability. However, if this is not done, an airfoil with a sharper nose 
and steeper pressure gradients over a smaller fraction of the chord would 
be desirable. Smaller open area and lower duct pressure would be used. 
The drag reductions a ssociated with such a model might be greater than 
those indicated here since sharper nose airfoils usually generate stronger 
leading-edge separation bubbles. 
The addition of at least one more leading- edge suction compartment 
is strongly indicated by the present tests. If lower duct pressures 
could have been held over the outboard 10 percent of the suction area, 
outboard pressure peaks could have been held to higher angles of attack, 
and greater drag reduction would have been realized. Maintaining very 
low duct pressures near the outboard end of the suction area is partic-
ularly important for the delta wing. Theoretically delta -wing leading-
edge pressure peaks tend to increase without limit as the tip is approached; 
thus, practically, if separation near the tips is to be appreciably delayed, 
extremely high pressure peaks must be dealt with. 
Finally, the application of leading-edge suction to a clipped wing 
seems to offer more benefits than application to a delta wing. Thickness 
reduction toward the tip of the delta wing limits the possible spanwise 
extent of a porous suction system. It has been shown that the tip areas 
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beyond the reach of leading-edge suction are responsible for a large part 
of the drag at moderate lift. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Tests in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel of a 600 delta-wing--
fuselage model equipped with porous leading-edge suction and of the model 
with the wing tips removed indicate the following conclusions: 
1. Application of porous leading-edge suction to a delta wing provides 
a means for reducing the extent of leading-edge separation, increasing 
leading-edge pressure peaks, and reducing drag in the range of moderately 
high lift coefficient. 
2. The maximum drag reduction of 24 percent for the delta- wing--
fuselage combination (pump-power equivalent drag not included) at a lift 
coefficient of 0.65 could have been appreciably increased by the provi-
sion of an additional suction compartment at the outboard end of the 
porous area so that lower duct pressures could have been maintained there. 
3. Inclusion in the total drag of the pump-power equivalent drag 
required by a reasonably efficient suction system would yield a maximum 
drag reduction of an estimated 17 percent or better for the present delta-
wing tests. This value was not actually attained in this investigation 
because no attempt was made to reduce pump power to low values. 
4. Application of suction caused a slight decrease in lift at moder-
ately high angles of attack but eliminated slight longitudinal instability 
of the delta wing Just before maximum lift. 
5. Fences at the outboard end of the suction area and outboard droop-
nose chord-extensions were relatively ineffective in delaying the 
inboard movement of separation over the delta wing outboard of the 
suction area . 
6. Removing the portion of the wing outboard of the suction area 
was the only effective means of eliminating the high drag caused by sep-
arated flow over that area. However, the increased induced drag resulting 
from the lower aspect ratio gave approximately the same total drag coef-
ficients as the delta wing. Percentage of drag reduction due to suction 
on the clipped wing was of magnitude similar to that for the delta wing. 
H 
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7. Leading-edge area suction reduced the drag of the clipped wing 
fitted with inboard or full-span split flaps. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., December 16, 1954. 
L 
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TABLE 1.- NACA 3- 004 AIRFOIL SECTION ORDINATES 
~tations and ordinates are in percent of wing chor~ 
Station Ordinates 
percent chord percent chord 
0 0 
·533 . 642 
2.132 1 . 208 
4.796 1.639 
8. 517 1.904 
13 .253 2.000 







50.0 1. 578 
55 .0 1.465 
60 . 0 1.340 
65 . 0 1.206 
70 . 0 1.061 
75 · 0 ·908 
80.0 .747 
85 . 0 ·579 
90.0 . 405 
95 .0 .225 
100.0 .040 









E with full fence { 
E with partial fence { 
E with chord-extensions { 
E with partial f ence { and chord-extensions 
F { 





TABLE II. - CONFIGURATIONS OF POROUS AREA 
[When chordwise extent of porous area was not constant along the span, 
a straight-line taper was used between the spanwise end points] 
(a) Delta Wing 
Total 
Chordwise extent Spanwise extent open area, 
sq ft 
0 0 0 
o to 0 .05c 0 .1828 to 0 .80b/2 1.761 
o to 0 .05c 0.1828 to O.80b/ 2 1.761 
o to O. lOc 0. 1828 to O.80b/2 3 .234 
o to 0 .05c at 0 .1828 } 0.1828 to 0 .80b/ 2 2 .042 o to O.lOc at 0 .80 
- 0.005 to O.05c 0 .1828 to O.80b/2 2.142 
o to 0.025c at 0 .30 } 0 .30 to 0 . 80b/2 .864 o to 0 .05c at 0 .80 
o to 0 .025c at 0 .30 } 0 .30 to 0 .80b/2 .864 o to O.05c at 0.80 
o to 0 .025c at 0 .30 } 0 .30 to 0.80b/2 .864 o to 0 .05c at 0 .80 
o to 0 .025c at 0 .30 } 0 .30 to 0 .80b/2 .864 o to 0 .05c at 0.80 
o to 0 .025c at 0 .30 } 0 .30 to 0 .80b/2 .864 o to 0 .05c at 0 .80 
o to 0.025c at 0.40 } 0 .40 to 0 .80b/ 2 . . 626 o to O.05c at 0 .80 
o to 0 .025c at 0 .40 } 0 .40 to 0.80b/2 .626 o to 0 .05c at 0 .8q 
o to 0.025c 0 .40 to 0 .80b/2 ·535 
o to 0 .015c at 0.40 } 0 .40 to 0.80b/2 .415 o to 0 .025c at 0 .80 
o to 0.025c 0 .48 to 0.80b/2 .400 
Porosity 


























TABLE II. - CONFIGURATIONS OF POROUS AREA - Concluded 
(b) Clipped wing 
Configuration Chordwise extent Spanwise extent 
Sealed 0 0 
Sealed and with full flap 0 0 
Sealed and with inboard flap 0 0 
A o to 0.05c 0.1828 to 0.80b/2 
E {o to 0.025c at 0.30 o to 0.05c at 0.80 }0.30 to 0.80b/2 
E with full flap ~ to 0.025c at 0.30 to 0.05c at 0.80 } 0.30 to 0.80b/2 
E with inboard flap ~ to 0.025c at 0.30 to 0.05c at 0.80 10.30 to 0.80b/2 











































Mean aerodynamic chord 
Tip radius 
Outboard end of porous area 
Outboard end of full flap 
Outboard end of inbo~rd flap 
Flap chord 
Fuselage fineness ratio 
Ratio of maximum fuselage 
diameter to wing span 
Delta Wing Clipped Wing 
600 60 0 
2 . 06 1 . 62 





43 . 30 sq f t 4 1 .98 sq rt 
6\1 . 28 in. 71. 1 3 in . 
4 . 70 in. - -
0.80b/2 0. 97b!2 
1.00b!2 
0 . 61b/2 
0 .• 20c 
9 . 86 9 . 86 
0 . 1935 0.2211 
0 . 250 ......, 
--7 } ill 
, ~ rl , _ _ ~ N J 
I' 109 . 7 .1 
Moment centel 
274.1 R 
57.8 .,. 103 · 9 .1 
I~ 216 . 2 .1 
~ -. 3 
! . .
CT'\ 'd li 
• 8. .... 
.... p. ., 





'" '" .... 
.... 
(a ) Arrangement a y _ dimensions of model. 
Figure 1. - Description of mr '- ..:1 . (Dimensions are in inches unless other-
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.lOc 
Par tial fence 
---/-:-
/' 
(b) Details of tip r egion, fences, and chord- extensions . 
Figure 1.- Concluded. 
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o Porosity 1 ~O to 0.05e open) Po = 4780 Ibs/sq ft, To = 73.0oF 
o Porosity 1 (0 to O.lOe open) Po = 4675 Ibs/sq ft, T = 65.0oF 
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-Configuration Configuration Configuration Configuration 
• sealed 6 C holding left and right [7 E + full fence 
o B ou tboard pressure peaks \J E + partial fence 
o A 1 to same Cl 0 H 
c( A' 1:\ C all duct pres s ures equal 0 E + chord extensions 
<> D \1 I 0 E + chord extensions 
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(Suction applied from 
fusela f e to 0 . 80b/2) 
Curves lndicate maximum drag redu ction obtained . 
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o .0004 .0008 .0012 .0016 .0020 .0024 o .02 
Co .!:k 
Vo 
Figure 5. - Summary of delta - wing drag characterist ics for various porous 
area configurations . M = 0.12; R = 10 .4 X 106. Pump-power e quiva l ent 
drag not i nclude d . 
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Figure 6.- Effect of suction on the drag of the delta wing at M ~ 0.12; 
R ~ 10.4 X 106. (Insert shows maximum lift.) Pump-power equivalent 
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Figure 7. - Effect of suction on t he drag of the delta wing at M = 0.067 
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Figure 9.- Effect of suction on l i ft - drag ratio of delta wing . M = 0.12 ; 
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Figure 10.- Ef fect of suction on peak measured pres sure at severa l span-
wise stat i ons on the delta wing. x/c = 0 .001; M = 0.12; R = 10.4 X 106. 
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Figure 11.- Effect of suction on peak measured pressure at several span-
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Configuration CQ Cl, deg CL Pmax 
\ 0 sealed 0 10.4 -4.1 6 C .0017 13.1 0 . 95 -12 ., 
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(a) Comparison of leading-
edge configurations. 
(b) Comparison of experiment with 
combined two-dimensional 
and simple sweep theory. 
FigUre 12.- Delta-wing pressure distribution at 2y/b = 0.796 at angle 
of attack for which maximum pressure peak occurs. M = 0.12; 
















(a) a. = 10.4°. 
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Figure 13.- Pressure distribution on the leading-edge upper surface of 






















(b ) a.::: 1 2 . 50 • 
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Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(c) a, = 14.7°. 
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(d) ex, == 19.0o. 



























(e ) a, = 23 .2°. 
Figure 13.- Concluded. 
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a. = 10.9°. 
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Figure 14.- Pressure distribution on the leading-edge upper surface of 
the delta wing. Configuration C; CQ = 0.0017; M = 0.12; 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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(e) a. = 21.60 • 
Figure 14.- Concluded. 



















(a) a, == 12.5°. 
Figure 15.- Pressure distribution on the leading-edge upper surface of the 























(b) a. = 14.7°. 
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Figure 15.- Continued. 
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(c) a., = 19.0°. 
Figure 15.- Continued. 
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(d) ex. = 23 .2° . 
Figure 15.- Concluded • 
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Figure 16 .- Pressure distribution on the leading- edge upper surface of 
the delta wing. Configuration E; C() == 0 . 0026 ; M == 0.067; 6 -~ 
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Figure 16.- Continued. 
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Figure 16.- Concluded. 
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(a) CL = 10.4°. 
Figure 17. - Pressure distribution on t he leading-edge upper surface of 























(b) CL = 12.50 • 
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(c ) a = 14 . 7° . 































Figure 18 . - Pressure distribution on the leading- edge upper surface of 
the delta wing . Configuration B; CQ = 0. 0013 ; M = 0. 20; 
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(b) 0,=12.5°. 
Figure 18.- Continued. 
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Figure 18 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 19.- Effect of suction on the drag of the c lipped wing with and 
without 0 . 20c split f l aps defl ected 450 perpendicular t o hi nge line . 
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Figure 20.- Effect of suction on the lift and pitching-moment character-
istics of the clipped wing with and without 0.20c split flaps deflected 
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Figure 21.- Effect of suction on lift-drag rat io of clipped wing. 
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Figure 22 .- Effect of suction on peak measured pressure at several span-




















Figure 23. - Pressure distribution on the leading-edge upper surface of 




























Figure 23 .- Cont inued. 
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(c) a = l7.3°. 
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Figure 23. - Concluded. 
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Figure 24 .- Pressure distribution on the leading-edge upper surface of 
the clipped wing . Configuration E; CQ = 0.0014; M = 0.12 ; 
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Figure 24.- Continued . 
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Figure 24 .- Cont inued. 
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Figure 24.- Concluded. 
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